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0. Introduction and summary 
The origin of categorical set theory gms back to Lawvere’s paper 16) iI1 which 
the elementary theory of the category of sets US is developed, and it is promi that 
* This paper is the author’s “Habilitationsschrift” submitted at the University of Bielefeld, 
May 1973. 
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tfle (Ctitegorlcal) complete mrldels of CS in an appr0priatc set theilry is equivalent 
irI the category of sets III this set theory. However, only since Lawvex and Tierue> 
j~~trc~~u~~(.I the theory ~t’elenlentq topoi in 1970 18, 01 the main Wok to invc+ 
tlgatc ~3f thcury iiitfl rllct1lih.b i?f i3tcgor-y theory wt’rc available. Only one ye;lr 
later, ~8 theory was categorized using Lawvere-Tierney’s ideas. ln f 141 the category 
of ~lasgs in van Neumann -. Bcrnays--C&de1 set theory is charac teriLed ( up to equi- 
vafence), and Cole 121 and !Mitchell 11 1 f independently improved Lawvere’s earlier 
result 161 by characterizing the category of sets purely elemen?ary. hlitchell. in fact. 
~har;~~tcriZt’s rl are generaily the categories of sets arising from boolean-valued mod- 
els ot’ set theor). 
In both papers Ir, 1 11 the construction of the model of set theory is based on a 
s t-theoretical idea which goes back to Speaker [ 15 1 , namely that the membership 
rel;tttun r)n a set <an be characterized by a “tree” having certain properties. Smie 
the wrxept of a tree doa not seem to be ;i “natural” c\clncept rn topos theq (al- 
though definable there). one might say with due re5 rence to the pioneer work of 
C’oic and Mitchelf that their construction of the model appears ;is a translation of 
wi-theoretical ideas into the language of topos theory, which is not very “categori- 
;d*’ in a more general sense. Therefore we offer in this paper a simpler and more 
general method to define models of set theory within topos theory. However. for 
reastjns of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to “classical” models of set theory (as in 
[ 21 ), &huugh our ideas seem to apply as well in tic more general case of boolean- 
v&~c5 models for set theory (as in f 1 I]). Our method will be illustrated in the fof- 
lowing summary of this paper. 
in the first t*#o sections we introduce Zermelo .1 Fraerrkel set theory 2% together 
with a finitely axiomatizable subsystem 2, and Lawvere-Tierney’r theory of ele- 
mentaq topos ET t the general development of the theories is presupposed). The 
prkjpcr ttcs af the topos of Z,, sets leads us in Section 4 to an extension of ET: the 
theory of elrmenlary well-pointed topos EWPT. Trying to characterize the member- 
sh ip relation E in categorical terms, we notice the importance of transitive sets and 
inclusion maps, which are studied in Section 4. Using the axiom of regularity and a 
charac:rerization f well-founded relat,lons (4.2), we can characterize transitive sets 
md inclusion maps betweetl hem witi, the aid of the power-set functor. Adding two 
new axioms to Z. we gc t the set theory 2 whose topos of sets we are then going t0 
characterize. To introduce transitive-set-objects into topos theory ET (which car- 
respond to transitive sets in the topos of sets) we first study the power-object func- 
tar (and two other functors) in ET, which corresponds to the power-set functor 
(Section 5). In Section 6 th e important properties of transitive-set-objects ared- 
ready proved in ET. In particular. the “inclusion” between transitive-sst-objects is 
defined and intersections and umons with respect o inclusion are constructed. Fi- 
naily, we can define the model of set-objects in ET as follows (Section $1: a set- 
object is a subobject of a transitive-set-object, and an extension of&e Imd mem- 
bership relatim on a transitive-set-objcc t gives rise (via unions of trmsitive-st-ob- 
&ts) to a globa) membership relation between set-objects. The idea behind &is 
coMrUction is the following: the structure which a set M (in set theory 2) has witi 
In ia< t, the model d set-objects in the topos of Z sets is up to equivalence the 
original set theov 2 ( 7.20). Section 8 contains the proof that the model of set- 
objects in EWPT satistks the axioms of set theory. Comparing the topos of sets in 
this model with our original tupos EWFT we notice that these topoi are (logically j 
equivalent only if one further axiom if added to EWPT, thus giving the theory bf 
the elementary topos of 2 sets ETS(Z). Finally, in Section 9, we extend our result 
to set theory ZF and the theory of the elementary topos of ZF sets ETS(ZF) by 
showing that the previous result still holds if corresponding axioms (e.g. axioms of 
infizlity. choice, rcplacenwn t, continuum hypothesis} are added to set theory and 
topos theory simuf taneously. We conciude with some immediate results of consis- 
tency, and partially extend our results to set theories admitting urelements and non- 
w&founded sets. 
I. Axiomatic set theory 
In this paper we shah deal with Zennelo-Fraenkei set theory and some of its 
subsystems which we are going to introduce now. We consider a collection of “sets” 
our universe of discourse .- together with two binary predicates ‘+” (qua&y re- 
lation) and “6’ (~~zcmrbership efarion) satisfying certain axioms to be listed below. 
We present he axioms of set theory Z, informally using already some well-known 
set-theoretical notions (for details see [ I] ), 
1.1. Axiom of equality. For any sets M, N we have 
t 2. Axiom of extensionaMy. For sets M, 2’4, 
1.3. Axioms of set existence. 
( 1) Ilre emptj? set (D exists. 
( 2) For atry sets x, y the pair set {x, .y ) exists. 
( 3 ) IGr ari jp set M tile pa wer set Phi exists. 
(4) Fur any set M the union set W exists. 
( 5) Restricted separatioft axiom scheme: If t;Ix) is a fomwia with restricted quavl- 
tijiers -- i.e. quuntqiers OL’CW only in the form Vy (_Y E z * . . . ), 3-v ( y E z A . . .) - 
then the following is an axiom: 
For any set M the set {x EM i F(x)) exists. 
( i. c. , an*r tltvl- 
Thiele [3j has shown that Z. is finitely axiomatizable. In fact, the restricted 
separation axiom scheme together with the axiom of the union set can eqcGivaletitly 
be replaced by the foliowing six axioms of set existence: 
T?IIS version of the replacement scheme, which we took from 121, in ZO is equi- 
vaient to the weal version. Furthermore, using power sets ;u~d union sets, one easily 
xc’s that in I. 12 the mcrnbetship relation c;tn equivalently be replaced by the in- 
i’fusic~rt reMion C. 
The asiorn uf choic”c, which we do not include among t.he koms of ZF, will be 
f~xtnulrrte~ in Section 3, and in Section 4 we introduce our subsystem 2 of ZF by 
lidding twl) futthst axioms to z,,. 
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2. The theory of elementary topoi 
In this section we in troducu the theory of &men tary topoi developed by 
bwvere and Tierney [ 8.91. An elementary tupos is a finitely bicomplete, Cartesian 
&scd ~atcgory with a subobject elassifk. To state this elementary (so that it be- 
c’omes i’orrnaiitable in first-order logic), Let us first introduce the etcnxntary theory 
CAT of abstract categorlcs which we take from [ IO] . 
WC consider a colJec:tion of “&~~c*ts” and “nqx” -- our universe of discourse --- 
together with: 
(i) twt3 unary operators “dam” (&xWn) and “crud” (cwhmain) from maps to 
objsc ts; 
(ii) ;1 unary operator **id” (iricnri~~ map) from objects to maps, which assigns to 
= f-4 (b) Identity maps ar~t neutral &ments with respect o composition (i.e. I.0 ide4 
id, Q R 5 R whenever the composition is defined). 
Assuming familiarity with the basic notions of elementary category theory which 
crtn already be developed in CAT (cf. [ 101 ), we now state three further axioms tu 
get L;swvcre - Tierney ‘s theor> ET of elemcn tar): topoi: 
It is well known that this axiom implies the existence of ail finite limits and fi- 
nite colimits and thus in particular the existence of the “product funotor” { - ) R ( - ) 
and “coproduc t func tar” ( - ) u ( - ). 
For fi_xed A this axiom gives a functor ( - 9 left adjoint to the functor ( - b X A 
with lhct unit t$A, - )+ and for ftved R we get a contravariant functor B“). 
Remarks. 
( 1) The introduction of the constants 0, 1, .., and the operators pb( -, l ), 
Pt( -* -11 --a through the axioms is somewhat improper, since they are not uniquely 
determined, but only unique up to (unique j isomorphisms. In a correct approach 
one has to take these constants and operators as undefined concepts and state their 
defining properties in corresponding axioms. 
(2) The axioms of ET can 4.l be reduced: * Kock has shuwn that the axiom of 
expunentiation can be replaced by the “axiom of power-object formation”’ (i.e. 
B = $2 in 2.2). and Mikkelsen has proved that the axiom of finite bicompleteness 
can be reduced to the axiom of tlnite cornpie teness (i.e. existence of a final object 
and of pullbacks). 
Although we have introduced the theory ET in detail, we shall now assume 
familiarity with the basic development of this theory which can be found in 131 and 
[ls] . Let us, however, mention one result in det;til,+ the representability of par- 
tiaJ maps: 
’ These results were reported at the category confereacc in Obewolfach (West-Germany) in 
MY 1972. 
3. The topos af sets and the topos theory EWPT 
The most simple example of a topos is “the” category of sets. More precisely. 
ths category S, of St’ts in 2, is a model of CAT (CL [ IO] ) which is in fx t an cle- 
mentary topos. i.e. satrsfks the axioms of ET: 
Our aim is to characterize S, up to equivalence, so let us state some properties 
of So which will lead us to such a characterization. 
3.4.0 $! I. 
3.5. I is a genwatw. 
. 
3.7. A --is A JL 1 is u purbal-map classifier oj’A, in purtirrrlur 1 --‘k 1 u I u sub- 
object clussifier. 
3.9. Nondegenerating axiom (ND I. 0 + 1. 
3. IO. Generator axiom CG ). I is Q genlrratt-jr. 
(d ) A mup A f+ B is epic if-f or all 1 --‘+ B there exists 1 -5 A such that 
The non-straightforward parts of the proof are in [3] . 
It should be remarked that in ET + (ND) the following equivalences hold: 
(G) *(B) h 3.13(a), 3.13(a) *(TV) A 3.13(b) 
(parts of tile proofs are in 131 ; 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) appear as axioms in (2,1 l] ). 
t-i rntntccres. 
Nutlic Ihilt “5uppCxt sphts” ( 3.1.Q b)) is only 3 very spec~“l c;1stl ot’ (ES) so that 
(,t,S) mrplics (G) in ET + (,B) f (TV). Cfeariy the topos of sets in 2, -+ (id) rcsp. 
Z,, + (AC) s;itlsfies 1NNO) resp. (ES). 
W’e arc now going to tnvestigatc whether the theory EWPT characterizes the cate- 
gory 01 st? ts in 2, (up to equivatence ). and in particular we are looking for an inner 
model of Z,, m EWPT. Tu get an idea of how to define such an inner model. we 
Ior& at the category of sets in 2, and try to characterize the membership relation 
m ~ategorkdl terms. DIUIQ this, we first of all nutice that for a set A the elements 
of A are in 1-f correspondence to maps 1 --* A and the subsets of A are in I-1 cnrres- 
pondenc’r: to mrrps A -+ 2 (via &arxtcristic maps). Denoting these correspondences 
by &’ -” wt‘ hNl’ ictr s E A, H c A. 
Thts ‘kal set theory” with respect to A, which is in most cases suffkient for the 
“working mathematician” (who chuoses his “universe” A before he starts “working”), 
can easily hc defined within topos theory ET (see Section 5). Ifowcver, if we want 
to cstcnd the loyal set theories to the “global” one, two difficulties arise: 
[ I) The io~al “elements” 1 -+ .4 and “sets” A -+ 2 with respect to A are two dis- 
joint collections of maps, whereas in Z,, elements and sets coincide. 
(2) For distinct A and A’, the “sets” A + 2 and A’ + 2 with respect o A and A’ 
form two disjoint collections, whereas in ZO, A and A’ have common subsets (the 
corresponding holds for “elements” 1 + A, 1 -+ A’).’ 
’ 7311s diif’icul ty does not arise in set theories with a universal set (class) b’(eg. in van Neumann- 
Hernays-G&de1 set theory, where the category of classes is. however, far from being 3 topos) 
since the local set theory with respect o U corresponds in fact with the global one; see [ 14 1 
4. Transitive sets and inclusion maps 
and me therefore think of maps A --* P! as being relstlons on cl. Since the relation 
E f Ton a trartsltive set T cmresponds to the inclusion map 7’ k __, PT. we con- 
centrate on if categrmxl iharactermtion of the latter. 
3 W. Fcischler has pubted out to me that Theorem 4.1 was already announced without proof in 
Wontapuc [ 12 f and that Theorem 4.2 has been proved in Mr~stowski [ 13 j . 
c’rinl In utcs. 
‘I-hcwems 4. I, 4.2 c0mpri ti complete characterization c~f the relation E on 
transitive sets, and we art’ Mt with ;f description of inclusion maps between transi- 
tive wts which 1s as f~3llows: 
4.3. Proposition in Zo. For transitive sets T, T’ and a ntap T -I--+ T’ the diagram 
Roof. If the diagram ccJmmutes, transfmite induction on E r TgWesf’(x) = x for 
aJ1 x E T. The converse is trivial. 0 
3 W. Felscher has pointed out to me that Theorem 4.1 was already announced withc ut proof in 
Montague [ 12f and that Theorem 4.2 has been proved in Mostowski (13) 
5. rPte power-object functor in topos theory 
WC ww r aturn tc’i tt~pf~s theor> El” ;;nd our’ ain1 is to dctine the power-&Jrc t 
fuit~tcrr SC> that WC are able to irtrroduce “transitive-set-l)bj~cts” in ET which uxre- 
spund to transitive sets in the catepav of sets. Following the notation in set theory, 
we call PA : = St” the ~NW-&&YY of A and denote the evaluation map 4.4, St) sim- 
ply b!. pA Tf A AL_ $2 (note that eA is 3 “subobject” of PA R A ). 
Before extending the power operator trj a “functor’” let us first introduce som~~ 
rmportant operation3 un subobjects. 
Ear any <lbjec t A, the maps A -+ $2 are called “snrh~~bjt~cts c&4 *‘, sme they c’or- 
respond b> 2.3 to the usuai subobjects of A li.e. equivalence classes of m~nomor- 
phisms to .4 ). The subobjects of A together with their natural ordering C, called 
imh-km, is a lattice ( tire slay resp. inf oiA1, 12’ is denoted by M W A! resp. M 17 A’) 
wrth nunimurn C&4 ) : = ~(0 -+ A ) and maximum l(A) : = x{zd, ), which is in fact 
;f Hey ting algebra tct‘. IS, 5 1). 
kw a map A ,-L B rmmediately i.qduces the operations of direct and inverse 
image on the subobjects of A and B: 
( I I for my subobject /I 
under f’by fi.lm+ $2; 
-g-+ 62 we denote the direct (existential) imuge of M 
( 2) for any subobject H JA 5’1 we denote the Werse image of A’ under f’by 
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However, in ET the “righ t-adjoint I If” of the “pulling-bazk-~long-f‘ functor I.*‘* 
preserves monomorphisms and thus induces the operation of direct Lniversai image 
on the st..jobjec ts of A (cf. 
6 
3, 51 ): 
(3) for any subobject A L Q we denote the direcr urziversui image of M tinder 
I-by B &&+ $1. 
The operation f‘ ” p[ - ] is “right-adjoint” to f ( - ] and “left-adjoint” tof< - > : 
5.3. ij- 
f2 
-- 
fl I I IQ 1 
_.____.___--2* 
Xl 
is a pullhack, then 
%e proofs are straightforward. 
We shall frequently apply 5.3 to pullbacks of the form 
fn c 
AnC- BnC 
I 
. . 
AWX =-pr I B*l? -‘k 
ATD---_ BnD 
fnD 
for A/. B, CG D, so that we have: 
5.44 w) =(fnD)-l[(Bng)[-)j; 
(A 
by the equations 4
Roof. Using 5.2- 5.6 one shows ((P’Q M,) n B)-‘l [eB1 = (f[Mj, n B)“’ 1 1~) to 
establish 4 a), and corresponding equations to prove (b ) and (c 1.u 
The operators P and PV arc in fact “cuvariant functors”, i.e., 
etc., and Pa is aS”contravariant functor”. To prove, for example, pcgf) = fg 0 Pfone 
simply &aws (P(j$) II C)-* [eC] = (Pg 0 Pf n CJwl [eJ , using 5.246. 
’ Far obvious reasons we do not adopt the usual notation, which is 3 f,v f, &or Pf, j&.f, p*f. 
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P is called the (WW~PU) power-hject furxtor and P* the contravatiartt power- 
object firnctor. In the category of sets (in Z,), P and P* are the usuaI power-set 
functurs (cf. 5.7 i. Among the various properties of the functors P, Pv, P* we are 
only interested in those which we shall need later. 
5.8. Proposition in ET. 
(a) Jf,4 I-+ J$ is naonic, then PA L PB pi+ PA = idPA 1 and, in particular, 
Pf is manic, P*f is epic. 
( b) Jj‘.il -f+ B is epic, then PB -m PA x-.+ PB = id, * und P in particular . PJ 
is epic. P*j’is morric. 
Proof. Using 5.2 -5.6 one shows ((P#fo PI’) n A )-I [eA J = eA, which establishes (a), 
and (b) is proved similarly. 0 
It should be noted that this proposition and its proof still holds if P is replaced 
by P?&. 
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Since the power-object functor P preserv; monomorphisms, P induces an inter- 
power operation: for any subobject A + C2 of A we have an internal power- 
subobject PA _p,L St of PA. Now we have the following: 
5.9. Theorem in ET. P preserves inverse images, i.e., fbr monomorphisms m we huve 
PC 
Pf 
-PD 
In f I 111 is a pullback * I Pn Pm 4 is a pullback . 
A-----4 PA* 
Pf 
-- PB 
Proof. Let 
E--PD 
commute, then we have to show that u factors through PK In fact cl = PH 0 Pn 0 it4 
can be proved via 
(~trA)-+~] =(Pnd%aurA)-l[eA], 
which follows from 
and 
(Pn 0 P*n 0 u n A)-’ [eA] = [En n)[(E n n)-’ [u n A-’ [eA)]] 
using the “calculus” 5.1- 5.8. D 
This theorem MI bc’ restated in terms of the internal power operators as foll~)ws. 
Fu~affy. let us introduce for later purposes t.he maps 
P.4 i; PA i?A,FA, PA n PA ..--?- PA , p.4 __... PA -----+ PPA 
Six any object A : 
nn is the unique map such that 
commutes. where pri denote the projections from P,4 IT PA n A to P.4 and .A 
ir = 1, 2. 31; 
QA is defined by replacing “A” by “U” in the above dirtgram; 
and PA is the unique map such that 
PA i; PA 
commutes. where CA’ (-A is the characteristic snap of the equalizer of P,i x PA --+ PA 
and PA IT P4 .?‘z-. P4_ 
Iii mais fin . U,4 
. 
. Pfll represent he operations n, U, P [ - ] w the suhobjeW+ of 
A in ternally: 
Besides the immediate properties of nA , UPI and PA, let us mention that PA is a 
monomorphism (the proof being fairly straightforward). 
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6. Trmsitive-s&objects in topos theory 
(4) a trorNsitivt~-sc~f~~bj~~cz (shat: M. -set-r$ject) itf r is t”x tensional and recursive. 
The transitiveset-objects in the ategory of sets in 2 are isomorphic to the in- 
clusion maps T ~--+T for transitive sets Tand thus correspond to trarlsibive sets. 
LetA ~+PA.tl- L Pi? be relations; then a map A -1, B is called an inclusiort 
from r to s (denoted by r I-+ s) iff 
commutes. We write t C s iff there exists an inclusion I-, s.‘J’o_cha~acterize inclu- 
sions, we define for arry monomorphism C -L PC a map PC -& C such that 
is a pullback, i.e. f = X(id,, (pj&) , and then have: 
S “-I’ can be J = 1 (A ). 
6.1. Proposition * ET. Lef A -- % PA be retltrsir*e and B ‘L PB extensional. TIten: 
( a) 0 trqap A -J-+ B is an inclusion if;r 
Pl‘ pB @B p; i PA- - 
1. b) if r C s, then there exists a unique inclusion r 3 s, denoted by in( P, s); 
(L’) i-f r C s mid r. s arc rr.-set-objects. hen rhe inclusion in(r, s) is monk. 
Proof. (a) is strai@forward. and (b) follows from (a) since jB is monio. To prove 
(c) consider the diagram 
where f’= in(r, s), g = RX,(~). Clearly gf= n+(i), and the pullback defining i gives 
iA = ret,(i). So jA =Rf; which makesJ’munic since jA is manic. 0 
The relation of inclusion is clearly a preorder@ (i.e., reflexive and transitive) 
and 6.1 yields: 
6.2. For rr.-set-objects r, s we have 
rCsAiCr*rZs 
(r 2 s mew that the inclusions in@, s), in(s, r) are isomorphisms). 
Our aim is now to show that transitive-set-objet tshave intersections and unions 
(i.e. mfima and suprema with respect to the inclusion), which seems to require the 
folluwing: 
6.3. Iheorem in ET. IfA --L PA, B ^5 PB are relations arid s L r is an inclusion, 
rhen: 
(a ) r we&~ounded =$ s well-Jkmded; 
(b) the inclusion i is monk * (r is a tr.-set-object * s is a ?r.-ser-objecz). 
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Although later we shall only need (b), our proof of(b) involves the concept of 
well-founded rel~ti~~ns a d besides (a) uses the following two statements: 
6.4. Theorem in ET. Trunsitiwsc3 t-objects me well-f itundcd. 
,4 
I 
------+H 
; 
r ’ 
1 i 
6 
w 
PA ---- Pt3 
t’or?1irlM tcs. 
Proof of 6.3. (a) FM ;f subobject B -*L J2 SUCH that s -I [P[Nj 1 C A’ we take the 
direct universal image A --- i ‘3-A 51 of iV under the inclusion s ---i-+ t, snd prove 
which yields &a’) = Ii.4 ) since I is well-founded, and thus 
NOW (+ ) 1s equivalent o 
which follows from s- * (PjNj ) C N and P(iWI C Pi(P[N] >(cf. 5.1(b), 5. IO), 
using 5. t, 5.2. 
(b) Using 6.4, 6.5: For any PC -g+ C, the diagram 
1y --IL.A f -- -C 
I 4 I 
d 
1 
I 
T 
8 
PB 
pi r pf 
---PA ---+pC 
cornmu tcs if I’= re+lg). Hence there exists a map B -m C’ such that h = s 0 Ph 0 s, 
and thus map is unique by 6.5 because s is well-founded by (a) and 6.4. So g IS recur- 
sive and monk too, since i and I are monk. Cl 
whose tct‘t square mumutes fix f’= rec,Qi$ tiowmer. the right square kxmmutes as 
well, since iP% and &y characterize the same partial map, namely 01, &s). So the 
*#hole diagram commutes, which gives Gf = x+(j) = j.;, (cf. the definrtlon of i). 
3ow looking at the pullbacks 
we concludr: *that rrtl is an isomorphism which makl:s nl epic and hence an isonror- 
phIsIN too, rJ 
Finally, to prove 6.5, we follow the usual set-theoretical proof. For such mapsj’,f’ 
let M be the characteristic map of the equalizer of (f,f). A straightforward argument 
shows r--l [P[Mj f C N, which gives M = t (A ) (r is well-founded) and thus / = f ‘. 
At last, we are now in the position to prove the following important heorem: 
6.6. Theotern in ET. kr transitive-set-objects AL--+ PA, B-J-+ PB there exist ?r.-set- 
objects A n BmP(A n B), the intersection of r, s, and A (J BLU* P(A U B), 
the union of r, s, which are the infimum and supremum of (r, s) with respect o the 
inclusion relation. 
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;J I’-? fi _ ._._ _ _.^__ __ _. _: _ _ ‘-“_--__“_‘-_, /j 
_’ 
d/ j 
21 &j’ 
,/ 
f .I _ _._ _ ,__- _- -_ .__ ---..- .----..A :.------ 1 is 
I 
js 
! 
i ; r s -* .t T 
I 1 I I 
7 
pcl p(.d f-J jj) .- ..-_ -__ 1 _2L..-~ pB 
1 
t ,,/- ,’ 
i- i A-- 
*.*- s ; 
;*.q cl_ _.___.____.____.. . . z_ . . -___.-+ Pii MY 
,/-~~~ 
1 
P5 
which commutes if 
cc 2. I ), and since the top square is a pushout, there exists a unique map r U s mak- 
ing the extended diagram commutative. 
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We now have inclusions r -% r U s, s * + r U s, and a straightforward argu- 
ment shows that t U s is recursive. However, the proof that r U s is extensional (mo- 
nit) is somewhat more involved: 
Given 
such that (r u s).q = (rU sfxz, we wish to show that x1 = x9. Let us tlrst prove 
that f.q , uz} and (.x_ ?, u2 1 have a common pullback. We exteid the diagram above to 
r! fl~ n B) _ _._ ___ _____+pB2--~------=z1- 
; 
i ,/” 
/ 1 ! 
1 3 i 
i 
v--_-_ _ ____ _ PB 
J/ 
1 
p/g <_ _ ^__. __ _..._._.. ___.___--_) P(A u B) ------ k.-- ---__.&~ 
where w is the characteristic map of (id,, ~2). ‘The diagram commutes if
w = rec&S). and we prove this via wu/ = SPw(r U s)uj, j = 1,2 (pushout property), 
which fohows immediately ifi = 2. For i = I this follows from wuI = ret,(i), which 
holds since wq and f’= ret,(i) (cf. the rzonstruction of I n s) are the characteristic 
maps of the same partial map, namely td,. d, ) (nate that (dI, d,, ul , u2) is a pull- 
back tr30, since d, , cl2 are manic; cf. (3, 51). 
Now the commutativity of the diagram gives wxi = 3Pw(r U s)q for i = 1, 2, and 
thus WXf = wx2. Since the pullbacks of (xi, u2) and ( wxi, 1,) are the same for i = I F 2, 
we obtain that (xl, 412) and (x2, ~2) have a common pullback (~2~ vz). A sym- 
metric argument shows that (xl, ul) and (x2, ul) have a common pullback (I~, yl) 
too. Now puiling the pushout diagram (dl , d,, ul, u2) along xi gives the same push- 
out diagram(pl,p2,zl,z2) for i= 1 and i = 2 (pulling back a pushout yields a push- 
out, cf. [3,5]). Finally, we conclude that x1 = x2 from the pushout property of 
(PtJ’2J,J2). 
(4) The universal property of I U s (i.e., for any tr.-set-object t, I C I, s C t * 
r U s C t) can again be proved straightforwardly. U 
To conclude this section we note that there are in fact quite a few tr.-set-objects 
( cf. 6.b and 6.7, 6.8 below). 
6.7. 0 --+ PO is “the ” minirf2al tr.-set-objject (with respect to C). 
6.8. Proposition in ET. /J’A -‘-+ P.4 is a tr.-set-objmt, theta PA -eL PPd is a tr.-set- 
object aml r -c--+ Pr is the irrclttsim 
Roof. Given a tr.-set-r)b$c t ,4 K-+ PA, then PA .-cc-+ PPA is monk (by 5 3) and can 
easily be shown to bc recursive; in fact fr)r any PB .g-+ B we have recy, = g ofi ret,(g)). 0 
Let us cali an object B partiaflv trartsiti’ve (short: ptr.) iff there exists a tr.-sct- 
object A + PA such that B GA (i.e., there exists a monornorphism B + A ). Then 
the full subcategory of all partially transkve objects is a “subtopos”; in fact: 
6.9. Theorem in ET. 0, 1, $2 arti partiully transitive, amI the partial& trarrsitive 
objects are c,lose~ urrdw epirmrphk images, jimle limits, fir&c culimits arid expo- 
rteti tiution. 
Proof. We always have a monk map A ( - 2, PA zc :‘. f3, S] ) and since the power 
functor P preserves monomorphisms, w&&nclude from 6.8 that A is ptr. iff PA is p.tr. 
Using 6.7 this gives that 0, 1~90, 5kzf 1 are p.tr. Now let A be p.tr. and ,4 LB 
k an epic map. Then PB -ctL PA is monk ( 5.8), and thus PB and B are p.tr. 
Finally we have ta show that for p.tr. objects A, B the objects A u B, A n B and @ 
are p. tr. In view of 6.6 there exists a common tr.-st‘t-object D + PD such that 
A GD.BGDand thusA& BGDy D,d xBGDtrD.NowDIrDfPPDholds 
since the ma 
D f-),PD 5 
D d D --t PPD induced by the two maps D (- 1 l PD (- ) PPD, 
--e+PPD is monk So Da D is p.tr. and D n D G PD n PD =’ p(D f~ D) 
Q PPPD proves that D n D is p.tr., hence A u B and A n B are p.tr. Finally we con- 
clude that $A is p.tr from p 6 P(A R B)y which holds since the exponential ad- 
joint of fi nA aB-zgafiB --+ Bn IS -ALQ isamonic mspBfl +&A TT BJI.0 
7. Definition of the model of set-objects in topos theory 
in this section, unkss otherwise mentioned, we are working within topos theory 
EWPT, and our aim is to define a model of set theory 2 within EWPT. Let us start 
with the definition of “local set theories” and a survey of their basic properties. 
Fx a given object A, we define a “local set theory with respect o A”‘ by calling 
the maps 1 + A and A + S2 resp. A-elements and A-sets, and defining a rwnzbership 
grven in ET. 
e!-% SL, which again is the characterstic map of 0 -+ I ; 
Proof. (a) holds in ET and implies (b) using 5.1 and 7.2. (c) follows from 3.13(d). u 
Kesalhnp t&et the A-sets wrrcspond to PA-clernents (i:f. 5.5). we cm show that 
the mtcrnal powt’r cqxrator IS whrrt it should be: 
Proof. For a given A-set N we have to show A$ C? [M] * N c M, which can already 
be established in ET: Let C . “? -+ A be a monomorphism whose characteristic map 
is M; then .Vr C? P[M] iff Ne factors through Pm, i.e., iff there exists a C-set L such 
that r~r IL 1 = X (use 5.7(a)), and the latter condition is of course equiva.lent o 
ATM.0 
Finally let us nntroduce anotion of ordered pair aqd Cartesian product in the 
Ioc;ll set theories. For elements I ..X, A, 1 --% B, the corresponding element 
1 + A n B is called the ordered ph of (x, ~2) and is &noted by $), i.e, prl(zf) = x, 
pr$ ) = _v. Far a given A-set M and B-set N, being the characterrstk maps t- o mono- 
morphisms nt and n, the characteristic map of m II n is an A n B-set, called the carte- 
s&t product af (A!, N) and denoted by M X N. We have immediately: 
The evaluation map PA II A -‘L 52 is then easily seen to represent. the local 
membership relation eA “internally”‘: 
* (a), (b) gave rise to the terminology of “direct existential image” and “direct universal image”. 
We dready noticed at the end of !Sxtion 3 that A-elements and A-sets 3re two 
dASjtlitlf cullec;tir>ns of maps, and we shall now remove this dis3dvanrage. Fur a gven 
nroncrmorphism A -‘d PA (i.e.. an itstcnsionai relation), the .4-elcrnents arc via k in 
a I-1 correspondence to the PA-ehments which i’actor through r, and the iatter are 
in currespondence to certain A -stats whxh we chill r-elements: an .4-g t M IS called an 
r-&vtmt iffM, fxtcxs through r. Now the A-clcmentsx are in a 14 oxrespon- 
dcnce with the r-eIme:~ts M vi;t the relation Me = TX, and we denote this ctrrrespon- 
dance by M = (x I r) rcsp. x = (Mk). and write even x resp. 111 instead of (x ir) rcsp. 
(:I[1 r) if nrj confusion is possible. 6 The lrxxl membership relation E,? gives then 
rise to the 104 membership relatiort s between A-sets :4 
Since t.k rcfatlon Er is only a trivi;ll (but imptirtant ) variatron o~E,~ , the pro= 
perties 73 7. X 1 ofEm cm be restated as properties off. Our aim is now trr get a 
global *t theory out ot’ the hcd ones (with respect o n~onon~orph~s~ns A -+ PA ), 
and we first notice thzit he Icx;tl ;wt theories are coherent with irxluslons: 
Roof. A app%ation of the definitions and 5.7(a). CJ 
Fmslly we are in the position to define our set-theoretkal model. lxt us first de- 
fine s&objects as subsets of transitive-set-objects. 
A set-object is a pair of maps (A --I-PA , A -@--+ $2) such 
that t is a transitive-set-object. 9 
’ Notr that this definition cm alrwdy be givm in ET. 
’ Since we do not have a pq,wr notion of ordered pair in ET, the pair W, M) has to be under- 
stood as the corresponding map A +Pd E f~. 
The equivalences (a) e(b), (a) e(c) in 7.15 are eastiy established. 
The quivalcnce relaticrn - is locally the equality: 
(Take t = r= .s irt 7,1S(cj). III 
We further rmte it useful criterion for “*” between “lock ciements”: 
(r, ,Wj - (s, Nj * in(r, r)(Jf ir) = in@. f)(Sis) . 
Finally WC art’ now able to extend the local membership relation to a gimbal one 
by defining the mtwdwrdrip relaticzn E between set-objects: 
7.18. Definition in ET. For set-objects {r, M), (s, NJ we define fr, &Z) E (s, M) to 
hold rff any of the f&owing three equrviilent ccsnditions holds: 
(a) there exist *t-objects (f.M’), (t. N’) such that (I, A-f) - (t, M’),(s, N) - ft. A’) 
andMEIM; 
(b) there exists an s-element K ES N such thal (r, M) - (s, K); 
(c) in&, I U ~)(Alj EfuS in& r U s)[NI . 
In fact, a straightforward argument shows (a) r=) (c) z* (b) * (a), using the footnote 
to 7.8(b). CJ 
This relation E between set-objects by ‘1.17(b) and 7. I5 coincides with the icxai 
membership relation: 
7.19. Lemma in ET. l%.v sm)bjwts (r, Ml, (r, IV) we have 
8. Properties of the model of set-objects 
The aim of this section is to prove that the st?t-theorctial model in topos theory 
satisfies the zucims of St theory Z and that the tapes of sets in this model is in fact 
equivalent to tile tclrpos we are working in. However, this requires one further axiom 
in EWl?T, which wil! brt introduced later (8.I9). But unless c>tiierwisc indicated our 
considerativn takes place in EWPT, and we start with a characterr;r.ation of the inolu- 
siun relation in tie model: 
Let us ilow state the following ust’t’ul but trivial 
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This means that if we consider a finite number of set-objects, we can always rc- 
present them with respect to - by “subobjects” of a common transitive-set-object. 
We shall use this fact frequently without explicit reference to 8.6. 
Proof. (a) is straig,htforward and implies (b) by 8.6. D 
Before proving the remaining axioms of set existence. let us consider the axiom 
of regulanty and the transitivity axiom. 
8.8. Lemma in EWPT. 
(a) 7714 ~xk~rn of regularity ( 1.4 )holds in the model. 
(b ) Any set=d.qecr ( A z+ Ft.4 3 E, ) is 4 transitive set in the model. 
( c) 7714 rransitivi[v axiom (4.4) hotis in the model. 
Proof. (a) ff (A -~-@.A, Al) is a non-empty set-object. hen clearly M # @A resp. 
E, i M + EA. Hence by 6.4. 
r-- I lP[E, MI] ] cjt EA \ M 9 
and by 7.2 there exists I JL A such that x E EA U.f resp. x e M and rx E P[EA \ Ml 
resp. (x I r) C EA \ ,%f by 7.9. Now f r, (.u 1 r)) is easily seen to be an element of (I, hf) 
disjoint to (r. M). 
(b) For any (s, A’) E (t+ EA ) we have a set-object (I, K) 1c (s, N) such that 
#$ EA. ButAXE, yields(s,N)C(r,EA)by8.1. 
(c) folfows immediately from (b) since (I, M) C (I, EA )Ll 
To prove the remaining axioms of set existence 1.7.- I. 10, we first note the fol- 
lowing consequence of 8.4: 
8.9. Lemma in EWPT. If A -L PA is a t~ansiti~~~-set~~bj~Bct and x, y are A-elements, 
then (k iix lc, {x y je )? is the ordered puir <(r, (x i I)), (r, ( y i I))) irt the model. 
For a given object A we want to represent the “operation” 
on the d-elements by a map A II A -+ PPA and we therefore prove: 
” The corresponding lemma hdds for the union and intersection. 
12 LK, _v ) denotes of course ( -, -) A 0 $3. 
Proof, (3) k9llows from 23.9, 8.10 (using 6.8, 7.12 ), (b) can easily be derived t‘rorn 7.7, 
7.9, 7.15, 7.18 and {a). and finally (c) is 3 c’onseyuence of (b).B 
md prove for t&elements x, y, z the equations 
AXARA -!L A n A n A being tile “permu taGon-map” 
is the required permutation set of (r, M) in the model. Cl 
” p denotes the n-fold iteration of the power-object functor P. 
Taking the results together. we have shown that all axioms of the set theory 2, 
except the Mum of transitive representation (ATK) (4.5). hold in the model. Hut 
brtt‘ore prwng the axiom (ATK) In the model. we compare the topos of sets in the 
modef with the topos we are working in. 
To avoid complications later, let us first assume that we cafl pick a canonical re- 
presentative from any isomorphism class of set-objects, i.e., we introduce a unary 
operator p on set-objects atisfying: 
8.14. Representation property in ET. F?M ser-&jc~rs X, Y we have: 
(I)p,k+X; 
8.15. Remark. To introduce p prop&y, the operator p has to be taken as a new un- 
detined concept of the theoq ET satisfying 8.14 as an axiom. 
8.16. Remark. The topos of sets in 2 admits such an operator p, namely 
where T is the transitive 
I to TL-+P”TIcf. 4.5). 
representative of r and i is the canonical isomsrphism from 
Using this operator p, we are now able to introduce a *‘functor +” from the topos 
of sets in the model to the topos we are wurking in: 
8.17. Definition and Lemma in ET. 
(P) For any ser-objecr X such that pX = (A + PA. M), we dejine *X --%+ A: = 
pl(M, true), i.e. 
is the canonical pullbuck (cfI 2.1). Note that #X is purtially transitive. 
(b) k’or set-objects X, Y we have 
By X. 17(b), 4 is actually an operator from the sets in the model to the objects 
in our topos and we proceed to extend (t to ;t “functor”: 
Roof. By 8.6 we can represent pX. p Y bq’ set-objects (1, K), (t. t ). and may there- 
fore assunie r = s. Now ths relations R C (X X I”) - (pX X pY) from X to Y in the 
model by 8.12, 8.1 arc in a 1-l correspondence to (A TI A )-sets aR C M X V via 
R-(Ph.!-.- id IcrR] 11. which gives for all A-etements u. b. 
IS 3 pullback. the (A rr.4 )-sets G C ,zi X .% an_- in a I-1 corrcspondenc-c: to thr 
{@X II @Q-sets PC; via j3G = (px R pv)-t [G) . We observe that R is the graph of a 
map X --E-+ Y m the model iff for any a EA M there is 3 unique b Efr N such that 
I;) E aR (b being determined by kIr, (,u I r)) - (I, (,b I r))). and thus iff for any 
1 -2 CtX there exists a unique 1 --L 4Y such that (i) E &YA (u being detemlined 
by Hr. (pxu I t)) - (r, @pi r))). Furthermore the maps ct>X .I--+ (PY are in ;) I-1 
correspondence to the (GX I; QY)-sets yjwsuch that fur all l-2 Q1X there etists a 
unique 1 -II, 4Y ( namely u = fu) satisfying (“, ) E yf: This can be proved using 
3.13(c), (dr; yf’is the characteristic tnap of 
Finally, putting all this together, we obtain for a map X L Y in the model a 
map @X * 9Y such that y+F = &(graph F). which satisfies the requirement 
of (a) (the uniqueness follows since 1. is a generator). And, of course, ! b) follows 
from our cor$&derations. U 
Proof. 4~ can easily be shown to be a functor, using the “chdrac tcrizrrtion” in 8. f 8( a), 
and 4~ 1s fir11 and farthful (cf. 8. t 8( b)). To prove that Q, is logical, let us first e.xhibit 
that 41 pr~rves the subobject classifier. Now (8) is 1 and ((3. (0)) is 2 in t.hr model, 
and we have at cwc @( i 1 zz 1, @( 21 I St. Thus a( t -tfgg--+ 2) 1 1 -+ 5J1 and tRe 
!ast map 1s either “true” or “faW’, botR being subobjcc:t classifiers. Finally, a very 
general argument shows that 41 preserves the remaining tapes structure. illustrating 
tke general method, we prove that ct, prc~~cs pullbacks. Taking the pullback of 
mltps (F. G) in the model, we Rave a canonical map <P(pb(F. G)) + pb(:PF, rlG) 
which is manic and ep~s. WICK 414 1) is a generator and + is full and faithful, Similar 
arguments show that 4~ presses finite limits, csponentiation and finite colimits 
P&(L) is a i;vgenerator by 3,13(e)). Finall), for any p.tr. object B we have a tr.-set- 
object d -L I?4 and a monir: map B T-L, A and thus B 2 @Cr. XVI ). ITI 
Unfortunately, 9, is tn general not 3n equivalence functor since a topos migRt 
havr non-psrtlali~-transitive objects (cf. 9.1 1). and we therefore introduce t,hc fol- 
lowing wum : 
8.21. The topos of sets in Z, + (TA ) satist>es (APT) since every set B IS included in 
rts tr;tnsltlve hull B L--+T rend T”---+ PI” is a tr.-set-object. 
Our mod01 satisfies the axioms of 2, + (TA), and hence tRe topos of sets in the 
model satisfies (AM). Now (APT) is clearly invariant under logical equivalence 
functors, so that (Am) is in fact not only a sufficient but also a necessary condition 
that the tapes of sets in the model is equivalent ( under any logical functor) to the 
tapes we are working in. in other words, that cfr t‘rtils to be an equivalence functor is 
independent of the nature of+. 
Having re&ed the importance of the axiom (APT) we now c;tll 
ETS(Z) : = wwr + (APT) 
J4 A remark corresponding to remark 1 following 2.3 applies. 
is a tr .-set-object by (a) and (r. E, ) is the transitive representative of R in the 
mode\ (zf’. 8.8 
d 
,b)). T’he isomorphism X --+ i(r. E, 1 is given by its image under (s, 
iivhich is @X -?-+A mQ(r; EA).3 
It should be noted that Proposition 8.23 ian even bc proved in EWPT; however, 
the proof: of c a) 1s somewhat more comprica ;ed. 1 t would be sufkient tc) show that 
the well-founded relations ! which are clearly preserved by a) are exactly the recur- 
slve rclatlons (fullowing the proof of 4.2). 
9. The main metathedwems 
Let us first summarize the main result of the precedmg Sections 7 and 8. 
9. I. Metatbeorem, Between set theory 2 and tops thnrry ETS( 2) there are the fol- 
lowing cimwYims: 
( 1) In set theorjr 2 there is a~ %ner”model of topos theory ETS(Z) called the 
topos Qf sets in Z&iven b_y 3.1-3.3, 8.15). 
f 2) In topos theory ETS(Z) there is UPI ‘istner ” model of set theory 2 called the 
model cl/set-objects irr ETS(Z) (given by 7M-7.15.7.18). 
f 3) I% model uf set-objects in the tupos of sets in Z is a set theory whkh is 
“equivalent to E ” (in the sense of 7.20). 
(4) 17ha topus of sets in the model of’setebjects in ETS( 2) is “equivalent to the 
tupos ETS( 2) ” (i.e. there are logical equivalence functors between these topoi). 
Thinking purely mod&heoreti~al. the mctatheorcm states the existence of two 
operatrxs 
f------ ._.__. _-._-* 7 
- - - . . -.-- - - . - .-- -... ____ _ 
1 hfo&ts of 2 1 
thr tup0s Of’ sets i II-_-..-V------...-l__, 
L--.-.._... - -” _.__ _._._I 
c____._-____-_._ Lyodels of ETS(Z) 
nmdel of set-objects -.-l-~----_---_l, _---i 
having the properties of (3) and (4). WC interprete the metatheorem by saying: the 
topns ther qv ETS( Z) charumrizts the topus of Z-sets. 
In this terminology. our aim is now to characterize the topos of sets for the set 
theory ZF. Such a characterization can fairly easy be deduced from 9.1 by a simple 
procedure: 
Indeed, we only have to observe that the topus of sets in the model of set-objects 
satisfcs(AX) in ETS(Z) + (AX), and this holds by the assumption on (AX, and 
9.114). n 
Applying 9.2 to the following statements of ET (which are easily seen to be in- 
variant under equivalence), we get a string of metatheorems: 
( 1) axiom of choice (ES); 
(3 axiom of natural-number-object (MO); 
(3) generaked cxjn tinuum hypothesis in ET + (IWO): 
(,GCH, VA,B(NGA GHGPA “A SB vB”PA) 
(X a Y means that there exists a monk snap ,y + Y.) 
The importance of (NNO) lies in the following fat t: 
9.3. Proposition in Z. (NNO) hulds in the tops of’sets iflthe axiom uf infinity 
(Inf) holds. 
Proof. If (Inf) holds, then the von Neumann set w of natural numbers gives us 
(IWO). Conversely, the natural well-ordering “<” of N has 3 transitive representa- 
tive by t ATK) which IS precisely w. I3 
’ is Le., if (AX) holds in a tops C, then it h&is in all topoi which are (logical) equrvalen. to L 


To lihi.lw the independence of t MT) m EWT (which was announced in See tlon 
8 1. kt us now consider 3 more general w theory 2: req. ZF ___ which admits l ‘ure- 
lernents” (ix. elements which are not sets) and has the currespondmg axioms of 2 
rcsp. ZF except the a..Gm of regularity. ’ 7 Very unfortunately, the mctsthearems 
9. I, 9.5 do not hold if we replace the set theory 2 (rcsp. ZF) by P’. (resp. ZF+.). 
However. the rapes of :,tz ts for the et thcor>- Z* ( resp. ZF* ) still satisfies the axioms 
of GWM (retip. EWPT + (NNO) + ( RepT:) but not necessarily (AM). hriorc precrscly 
we easily Cdk in: 
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